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VIsCOUS EFFECTS IN HIGHLY IONIZED ROTATING PIAEMAS* 

W. R. Baker, A. Bra.tenahl, A. W. DeSilva and w. B. Kunkel 

I ,, 

SUtmna.r:v in English. 
' ' • I • 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of CeliforniQ 

· Berl'.eley 4, California 

Rbtating high.ly ionized plasmas may be generated in systems of cylindrical 
SYmmetry by. passing a large radial current through a low density gas in an 
axial magnetic- field. · The rotation is hindered by contact with the sta-

. 'tiona.ry walls df the vacuUlll chamber. Under the s:implifying assumptions 
Of steady state laminar fluid fl0\'1 and unifonn viscosity 1 two extreme cases 
may be tre&ted analytically. In the first, the flat disc approximation, 

· the flow is considered to be controlled by axial shear alone. If' zero 
·slip is assumed to exist a~ insulating surfaces which confine the 
plasma. ax:Lai.ly the current is shown to flow in a thin boundary layer 1 the 
thickness of which is of' the order o = ( 1/B) (I!/ a). Consequently, the 
electr~cal resistance of the plasma appears many times larger than in the 
abse~c~ Of the.magnetic field. It also follows that the Speed of rotation 
of the plasma in this case should be inversely proportional to the distance 
hom the axis. These conclusions are partially supported by experimental 
,evidence. 

In the aecond case treated ana.lytically1 the long cylinder approxima.tion, 
only ~dial she'ar is considered important. In this case the current 
densi-ty is independent of the axial position. Here the apparent resistance 
is even higher because now all the current has to pass through regions of 
~pidly spinning plasma in whose frame of reference the electric field is 
very low. It is thez:efore practically irnpossib~e to construct a simple 
rotating plasma machine whose volume resistance is lower than the resist
ance along the end plates. In one obvious scheme to prevent the current 
from flO\ving near the insulators ail a.ttem.pt is made to keep the entire 
plasma from making contact with the insulator surfaces. The first of such 
models is briefl,y introduced at the end of this paper and the main results 
are sunnna.rized. 

*work done under the auspices of the U. s. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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1. ·- IntrOduction 

Same eXperiments with highly ionized rotating plasmas have 

been described ~ the literature1·3 and their relationship to con

trolled thermonuclear fusion research has been discussed2-lt. As an 

example i the machine described as a bydroma.gnetic capacitor1 has been 

sketched schematically in .l!'ig. la. Very briefly 1 the operation is 
.. 

as follow:s. In this case a condenser bank of 50 or 100 J..Lf is dis-

charged through the gas betvreen two coaxial electrodes. This 

rad.ia.J. current serves three purposes. The initial large pulse of 

current is used both to ionize the gas a.nd to set it into rotating 

. motio:o: because it flows across an already existing axial magnetic 

field~ When the rapidly spinning plasma develops an ])111' equal and 

o!>Pos 1 te to· that of the dri vihg condenser bank the current drops 

to a.. relatively low value ·which is just sufficient to keep the 

plB.enia. Spitmi.ng 1n the face of viscous drag at the stationary 

boundaries. It is a di.sucssion of this quasi-stationary state of 

.rotation of the plasma. -which is the topic of the present paper. 

As pointed out before , 1 the viscous drag i·S equivalent to an 

iiiternal leakage resiE;tance of the hydromagnetic capacitor and a_s 

such is easiiy observable. Under very drastic sim.plit'ying a.ssump-

tiona concerning the plasma this effective resistance may be expressed 

a.s a. rele.tively simpl-e function of magnetic field and temperature so 

that £or a given magnetic field a. measurement of this resistance 

sheuld yield an estimate of the temperature. 
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2. Simplified viscous fl:ow models 

Let us a.ssume there exists a nearly steady state of rotation 

where the plasma has nearly uniform density, i.e. where the cen-

tripetal force is supplied by an azimuthal current j 8 rather than 

by a pressure gradient. This means we assume laminar flow in azi-

muthal s}'lmnetry and we can neglect all time derivatives. Let us 

.fUrthermore assume that we can treat the plasma. as a fluid medium, 

neglecting mean free paths and Larmer radii. Because of the finite 

conductivity o of the gas there must, of course, be a plasma. drift 

v r radially outw:a.rd which ca.n be estimated from the radial com

ponent of the equation of fluid motion 

(1) 

_ where the notation is the satpe as that used previously. 1 The second 

• -equa.tiqn in { 1) makes use of the fact that Ee must be negligible in 

this· synanetry because a.J.1 time derivatives are negligible. Based 

on eq. (1) it is easily shown that in the plasmas under study we 

indeed have always vr/ve~ 11 so~t the flow may be regarded as 

·' 
almost purely azimuthal. 

The viscous drag must now be calculated from the azimuthal com-

ponent of the equation of motion in which the shear stress tensor 

is retained. The relations are rather complicated because in 

general the viscosity coefficient in the presence of a magnetic 

fie1.d is not a scalar quantity. J4oreover, it is not really expected 
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to be uniform throughout the plasma. In two limiting cases, however, 

in which one component of the velocity gradient dominates over the 

other, analytic solutions are easily obtained if the viscosity is 

not a fUnction of position 

3. The flat disc approx:iJna.tion* 

In the first case to be treated., vhich we· shall call the flat 

disc approximation, the axial shear dominates over the radial one. 

This geometry corresponds most closely to the hydroma.gnetic capaci

tor described before. 1 Here the azimuthal component of the equation 

of motion takes the simple form 

(2) 

It. should be pointed out that the electric field E which appears in 

. Ohm's law far plasmas can never be directly determined from boundary 

conditions but must, in general1 be considered as a dependent vari-

able to be evaluated in a self-consistent analysis of the plasma 

dyna.mics. The use of Ohm 1 s la'v in this case is of advantage because 

the assumed· symmetry implies tha.t Er is independent of z, so that 

eq. (2) can be solved directly. We find for the boundary conditions 

ve(+h/2) = v6(-b/2) = O, i.e. no slip at the insulators which are 

located symmetrically at z = +b/2 and z = -h/2. 

cEr cosh z 5 ) 
vo = Bz (l - cosh h 25 

(3) 

Pa.ge l-~o 

*A more generalized treatment of this case, vrith essentially the same results, 
has recently been carried out by C. C. Chang (private communication). 
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where the 11 Skin-depth11 or boundary layer e is given by 

5 = (1./B)( .fiJ./a). The function: Jr .is then fOUlld by substitution 

of eq. (3) into eq. (2). Since Jr cc: 1/r, because it cannot M.ve 

a finite divergence in the steady ste.te1 it follows that .in this 

ease voe 1./r and E cc: l/r1 just a.s the vacuum f:Leld in a long co-

axial capacitor. The effective resista.nce is now readily evaluated 

to be given by 

• .. 
1- ~- . - •. :' .-' 

.; '· ,', 

··,· . JbcEdr b 
..tn-V a a h 

Reff = y = · · ··th/2. · · · = ~ coth 25 = RoM coth M 

2-n:rj jdz 
. -h/2 

(4) 
;._. ,· 

...,. . .:' 
".';': .•; ... 

. ·"· wh~re the ratio .M = h/28 may be ca.l,l.ed the Hartman number of this 

. .< ·· · ·' ' · Particular type of channel flmP and Ro is the electrical resist-
'> .' 

ance of the plasma dis~ at zero magnetic field. It is e&si~ 

, v~rified that the total power input I~ff be.le.nc¢s both the 
··· . . . 

. erectrica.l and viscous dissipation rate. 
::: 

For an evaluation of 6 and Reff we have to substitute the 

appropriate eJtpressions for a :and I-t• The conductivity a has been 

discussed amply in the liter.ature. 6 For the coefficient of vis-

cosity in this case where the velocity gradient is parallel to the 

magnetic field we have to use7 1-t = ~-tc/[1 + (ro ~-to/:p)2 ] with 1-to = 

(5/8)(~/n)l/2[(kT)5/2/(Ze)4tn A]. Here ro is the ion cyclotron 

frequency and p is the ion pressure. In many cases under consider-

ation here the quadratic term in the denominator of 1-t 1 representing 
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tne effect of the magnetic field, ma.y be neglected. If numerical 

values are substituted, we find that in typical cases it is pre· 

dieted that o ~ 10·2 em and there is some doubt Whether the fluid 

JD.9d,el used is real.1stic since both the ion cyclotron radius and 

tlie me~ free path are considerably longer. If the observed Reff' 
! 

which is usually between 0.5 a.nd 1.0 obm in the rotating plasma 

under study~ is u5ed to estimate the temperature one finds values 

~ 1n the neighborhood of 3 e"'V. This seems low but it is not too 

uil.t'ea.son&ble since we are dealing here with the temperature in a 

'layer very close to the insulator surface. 

4. Experimental evidence 

A more direct experimental investigation of the flGW pattern 

Ww.a be provided by a ma.surement .of .je 1 Which according to eq. (1) 

In this symetry Je may 'be derived 

·frOm a determ~tion of Br• It was not possible to measure Br 

1n$ide the moving plasma, however., since the pz,-obes interfered too 

nn.ich with the flow. Therefore Br wa.13 measured by means ot tiny 
. . 

coils on the boundary only; and a network analog was used to deter-

mine the current distribution consistent with the observed field at 

the boundary. Such a procedure of course cannot give . an \l.lla.mbigu .. 

ous result. However, with the added assumption of near uniformity 

m the z-direction, consistent with the results of the above analy

sis., a definite distribution is found as shown in Fig. 2. If 

v0oe 1/r,as suggested by eq. (3), then according to eq. (l) 

jtl cC l/r3., provided p is uniform. In most of the region the fit 
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is rather good. Near the inner electrode, however, a. very drastic 

deficit is encountered, indicating a strong deficiency in rrve 2 

either by loss of pl.a.sma there or because the insulators have become 

conducting. In most of the region the time decay· is almost exactly 

exponential with a decay constant very nearly equal to t'\-Tice that 

of· the voltage decay, in good agreement with eq. (1). It is also 

··.··'noteworthy, in this connection, that the distribution does not 

Cha.nge Very milCh in tittle 1 Showing Only 8. SJ.ight ~fion Of je 

' 
tol~ds larger radii, in agreement with quantitative estimates of 

v.;- according to eq. (J.). On the other hand, the observed signa.J.. of 

· Br displays some 2(1/o or 3rtfo of random noise superimposed on the 

·' Smbothly decreasing signal so that the ass1..ll11Ption of stationary 

1 •• ·.,·{·.··· 

~ar flow is probably not quite justified. 

The long cylinder approximation 

...... ·- .. ,. 
The second case which is readily analyzed may be called the 

~ .... ·. 

long tube approximat'ion. Here the axia.J. dimension is ,assumed to 
. . 

be very long compared to the radial one so that the viscous drag 

is dominated by the radial shear. This configuration is mo:r~ nearly 

realized in the experiment called Ixion,3 although even there, a.s 

will 'become clear.; the length is probably not quite sufficient. If 

only radial shear is considered and the current density is inde-

pendent of z# the azimut~ component of the equation of motion 

taltes the i'orm 

r ' 
'· ,. I 
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< .. 
~. .t i 

~e 1 Cive d2 ~ IBz ve 1 
{5) !.!.~ ---- - = jB = 2iiii • t. r2 r ol' ., 2 r z .. ~ . dr 

. ·· .\ 
. 4·i ~ ~ • -::.: ~;. .. 

. -ritt:_;~ ,' :,:. 
· ; · .,;\.ti~t;p.j;;,;, The. Solution is 

·; 1,S~i){.;,i;,i . IB · c1 

. , '·' : :-: :e = -L(:_ + c2r - r £n ~ 
· · · ·· r,:n.• ' 4TC}\! \; '/ 

(6) 

:i:::;~1l:~:,, :: ·, ' .. 
:< :·:,'J{;;:,.,·~;"'~ , w~re c1 and c2 at<e to be detennined from the boundar~ conditions 
1:· · .;.. · . "'h.!.e'"·l-<"s · ·!':.. 1•;\·"'·· · 

~:t:!2Ai~~H~·.0Jl~;~~ti:y·6(r) which we :shall not specify at thi~ point. The. ~o~f'fici ... 

;:~~:~r:i/~~~~ili~~;f<·;ri~ ~t: .viscosity is now given by7 ~ = t!c/[1 + 4(m i.l.o/p)2]. In the 
• ::~r/:~:,.i~f~i(J;~~K<~~fp. . . . . 
~ .,( .. r~~~r.;i,; ? •. :););esence Of' sta.tiona:ry boUtldaries 1 unless there is perfect slip, 
""f t 4?"'-r''" ./'._ . - . ..,1. -~ ... j ~ 
i ... ~ ~-~'f; / :;> "' ~ --~~ 1:~. ·' . 

. ': ;:;_..!·!1t· ·· '· ·' V(j· now displays e. maximum somewhere between the electrodes, re:mi-

~-:_~·,,_~~i' .. · niscent .of the distributions shown in Fig. 2. How~ver, now we have 

;'),3~./1::t ·... :~~ere· .e. simple relation such as v oc 1/r. 
·.'~-·. >;·,;~t -:l.·:~.c' 
·, '< '.The effective resistance nerr may again be ca.lcu~ted as indi-

~ .. t - ' 

~~ied. .in eq. ( 4) using Ohm's law as stated in e-q.. ( 2). ln this 

case tote· find 

(7) 

where Ro and 5 are the same quantities as 'bE!fore and 12 is e.n area 

c.alculated by integr~ting the bracket of eq. (6) between the bound

aries and dividing by 2 tn b/a. For zero slip at stationary bound-

aries L is of the order of the radius of' the inner electrode. We 
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a.re nOW' in a position to judge whether a certain uniform rotating 

pl.B.ama mt!J;y be. considered as a long tube approximation, i.e. whether 

the cunent flowing along the insulator boundary layer roa.y be 

neglected·. We merely have to require that the volume resistance 

given in eq. ( 7) is much S!lltiller than the boundary resistance deter

mine.dby eq• {4), ·or in other words. that h >> 212/o. Since o is 

usu.e.lly veey short unless B is very weak, tbilL.Il.dJ:td:j~iQn is just 

. abbut imposstble to ree.ii'~e-'·in practice. 

6. Conclusi-on alld introduction to the new experiments 
. . 

· - The preceding discussion, although highly idealized, serves to 

demonatrate that if rotating plasmas behave as fluids it is very 

:likely that in the steady state they are controlled by currents flow-

'iii'S along the insulators with .which they are in contact. EVaporation 

· of material and perhaps insulator breakdown is to be expected as a 
·'. ~' 

general consequence and the usefulness of the scheme is severely 

:limited. Therefore, coni'igurations have been and are being devel-
·' -~.·· ,. ' . 

oped in which it is attempted to keep the plasma from touchil:g the 

irf~:W.ators: altogether. One such design, which has been in opera

tio:p for some time, is. shown schematically in Fig. lb. Here the 

·insl.l.J.ators are arranged to be parallel rather than normal to the 

axis of rotation so that full use is made of the centrifugal force 

driving the plasma. away from the insulators. In this case the 

~gnet:l.c field lines, of course, will have to be curved into arcs 

as indicated in the figure. In the present experiments the B field 

is formed by means of a slowly pulsed cUl·rent through a field coil 
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on the inside of the inner electrode. When the gas breaks down into 

a power discharge under the influence of an applied radial electric 

field, the current is indeed observed to be concentrated in the 

central region at maximum distance from the insulators. Now it is 

found, however, that during the periOd of near steady rotation the 

current does not enter the anode in complete axial symmetry, but 

clearly cObfines itself to a set of narrow strips, perhaps 10 or 12 

in number, roughly equally spaced about the perimeter of the machine, 

their long dimension being parallel to the magnetic field and extend

ing half way up and down towards the insulators. The nature of this 

current structure, which appears to rotate with the plasma, and a 

more complete discussion of the entire new configuration will be 

the topic of a subsequent paper. 
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Figure C8.ptione 

The flat disc rotating plasma.. 
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